Get the ID Card
Security You Need
With the Card Printing
Features You Want
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The Importance of Visual Security
Today’s ID cards are becoming increasingly sophisticated with high-tech features that
have been designed to identify individual cardholders, validate a card’s authenticity
and prevent counterfeiting. Many of these features, however, require expensive and
proprietary validation equipment to verify the authenticity of the ID card or may involve
costly investments in holographic overlaminates or foil cards.
No matter the size of a company, the ability to apply visual security to ID cards brings
tremendous value. Highly secure, yet readily verifiable ID cards mitigate the risk of
unauthorized access to facilities, prevent fraud and obstruct counterfeiting attempts.
However, due to the cost, many organizations may think that creating highly secure cards
is simply out of reach.

HID® FARGO® DTC1500:
Highly Secure, Surprisingly Affordable
Welcome to affordable, highly secure, personalized IDs and cards. Featuring a comprehensive
feature set and innovative, easy-to-implement security elements, the HID FARGO DTC1500 card
printer enables organizations to routinely issue highly secure cards and IDs at a fraction of the
cost.
A built-in custom watermark overlay function allows for the application of a customized
transparent security image — such as a logo, symbol or text — to be integrated as a permanent
watermark within the printed card’s overlay panel, making the authenticity of valid cards easy to
verify but virtually impossible to duplicate.
The DTC1500 custom watermark provides organizations with a cost-efficient way to
significantly increase card security and thwart would-be-counterfeiters without additional
investment in holographic overlaminates or foil cards.

Security From End-to-End
RESIN SCRAMBLE
DATA PROTECTION
• Adds an additional layer
of security by scrambling any
information printed with a
resin panel
• Renders used ribbon panels
indecipherable
• Safeguards cardholder data
from fraudulent use

PASSWORD
PROTECTION
• User-defined passwords lock
down access to the printer
and sensitive cardholder data
• Ensures that unauthorized
personnel cannot utilize the
printer to print fraudulent
cards

AES 256 DATA
ENCRYPTION
• Encrypted print job data
packets protect sensitive
cardholder data while in
transit
• Guarantees data integrity
and authentication to the final
issuance endpoint

Versatile Card Applications
Modular and scalable, the DTC1500 offers multiple optional technology card encoders that
allow you to easily migrate to more complex contactless smart card technologies or enable
simple magnetic stripe and proximity cards.
Field-upgradeable modules can be added at any time to support new card personalization
and security needs as your requirements change over time — and accommodate a variety of
applications such as:

CONTACT OR CONTACTLESS
DOOR ENTRY

TIME & ATTENDANCE

CASHLESS VENDING

GIFT/LOYALTY CARDS

Virtually Limitless Possibilities
Designed for enterprise corporations, healthcare facilities, governments, educational institutions and small-to-medium businesses, the DTC1500 is your
solution for highly secure yet surprisingly affordable cards and IDs.

EMPLOYEE IDs

GOVERNMENT IDs

STUDENT IDs

Identification badges or cards
are a quick and easy way to
demonstrate that cardholders are
who they say they are. Staff IDs
are integral to an organization’s
security and increasingly required
by legislation.

Government entities across the
globe issue a multitude of secure
credentials for their citizens
and foreign residents. These
include National ID cards, driver’s
licenses, healthcare cards,
voter IDs, vehicle registration,
permanent/foreign resident
cards and many others. A
secure government-issued ID
is imperative for any person to
participate in today’s economy,
access various services, vote,
register assets, open a bank
account and travel freely.

Today’s schools demand secure
and flexible solutions in order
to safeguard people, assets and
data.

ID badge personalization can be
as simple as a name and photo
or more complex — encoded
with physical and logical access
permissions (such as the ability
to enter a building or log on to a
shared workstation).

Increasingly, ID badges connect
students to a myriad of services
and applications campus-wide,
including:
•

Physical access to classrooms,
labs and recreational facilities

•

Cashless payments

•

Library checkout

•

Time & attendance

MEMBERSHIP &
LOYALTY CARDS
Membership and loyalty programs
are used in the retail, recreation,
travel and hospitality industries.
Providing rewards to customers
for repeat business significantly
increases customer satisfaction,
strengthens consumer loyalty and
reduces customer retention costs.
Rewards cards, point cards,
advantage cards, club cards and
frequent guest cards are all forms
of membership and loyalty cards.

More to Explore
Beyond robust security, the DTC1500 offers a myriad of innovative and cost-saving
features that truly set it apart from others in its class.

HIGH-CAPACITY
CONSUMABLES
High-capacity, color ribbons
significantly lower cost-percard and reduce total cost of
ownership as they yield more
images per roll than standard
consumables.

HIGHLY VERSATILE
Powerful printing in a modular,
scalable design — built-in dualside printing can be activated
with the simple use of an RFID
tag, making after-purchase
upgrades virtually effortless.

EARTH-FRIENDLY
GreenCircle® Certified for
efficient energy consumption
and support for eco-friendly
(ECO) refill ribbons.

Cost-effective,
Secure Card Printing
Leverage built-in security
features such as custom
watermark overlay and resin
scramble data protection to
strengthen security without
incurring additional costs.

Get in Touch

For superior-quality, highly secure
cards and IDs at a fraction of the
cost, look no further than the
HID® FARGO® DTC1500.
FIND OUT MORE

hidglobal.com
North America: +1 512 776 9000
Toll Free: 1 800 237 7769
Europe, Middle East, Africa: +44 1440 714 850
Asia Pacific: +852 3160 9800
Latin America: +52 (55) 9171-1108
For more global phone numbers click here
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